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Camp green lake irl

The hole seems as much about the place as it is about the character. Is that how you feel? Yes. While every other story I've written has started with a character, for me this story has always been about a place—Camp Green Lake. The story begins with the place, and the characters and plot grow out of it.
Of course, Camp Green Lake has no lake and almost nothing green. There's been a very big lake here, the largest lake in Texas. That was more than a hundred years ago. Now it's just a dry, flat desert. There used to be the town of Greenlake, too. The city also shrivels and dries. During summer, daytime
temperatures hover around 95 degrees in the shade, if you can find shade. Not much shade in a big dry lake. The only trees are two old oak trees on the East bank of the lake. The hammock stretches between two trees, and a wooden cabin stands behind it. Children are not allowed to lie in hammocks. It
belongs to the warden. Wardens have shade. However, when you first start reading a book, you don't know it's such a camp. You just know that you're going to Camp Greenlake.Where did you get the idea for Holes? No, I don't live next door to a juvenile corrections facility. Actually, I never started with a
complete idea of what I was going to write. I usually just start with a piece of character and then see what develops. In this case, I didn't start with the character; I started writing about Camp Greenlake and it grew from there. I think the initial inspiration for writing about the camp came from the heat of
summer in Texas. By the time I started the book, we had just returned from a relative coolness vacation in Maine to the Texas summer. Anyone who's ever tried to do yard work in Texas in July can easily imagine Hell being a place where you're required to dig holes as deep as five feet and five feet all day
under the brutal Texas sun. How long does it take you to write Holes? A year and a half. A book like Marvin Redpost: Is She a Girl? only written and relatively short, taking four to six months to complete. Instead, Holes took a year and a half to complete. I went through five rewres before sending them to
my editor. It happens to me now that Stanley was sentenced to Camp Green Lake for eighteen months, which is exactly how long I imagined to write Holes. I arbitrarily chose the length of his sentence early on. Maybe on a subconscious level, I know how long it will take. Do you find characters taking their
own lives while you write? It happens occasionally when you that certain characters seem to jump off the page and take over the book, and that's what happened with Kate and Sam's story. I hoped to make Kissin' Kate a complete villain, but when I started writing about her, I ended up making her
someone else entirely; That's it. I. Why do you think the book's main character, Stanley Yelnats, connects with so many children? Stanley's not the hero type. He was the kind of pathetic kid who felt like he had no friends, felt his life was cursed. And I think everyone can identify with it one way or another.
And then there's the fact that here he is, a kid who's not a hero, but he lifts himself up and becomes one. I think readers can imagine themselves getting up with Stanley. What's the hardest part of writing Holes? People often ask me how I managed to tie it all together at the end, but that's not the hard



part. I know how everything's going to fit together. The hard part is putting strands throughout the story, telling the story of Kate Barlow and Elya Yelnats and Elya's son, without getting in the way of Stanley's story. Another problem I had occurred when Stanley dug his hole for the first time. I want readers
to feel what a long and sad experience this is, digging a 5' hole by 5'. But how many times can you say, he dug his shovel back to the ground and lifted another shovel? My solution is to weave two stories, bring more variety into the story. Stanley's anxious first days at Camp Green Lake set out against the
story of his ancestor, Elya Yelnats, whose broken promise to a gypsy yielded indirectly in young Stanley's bad luck. The holes are sweet and charming, but also darker and scarier than your other books. The warden, for example, mixes venomous snake venom in his nail polish and threatens to scratch
Stanley. Is that your intention to write a scary story? My daughter, Sherre, who was in fourth grade when Holes came out, surprised me when she told me that the warden was scary. I never really thought of the warden as scary or that the scene was especially disturbing. Venomous snakes, well, it's
almost cartoonish. It's like a situation from an old camping TV show, Batman. It was never my intention to write a grim story, and I don't think it was. For example, I came up with the idea of boys digging holes because I liked irony, not because it was hard. While they dig in to build character, the camp
warden actually has a hidden and dishonorable reason to demand this task. I want Holes to be fun and adventurous. How did you get the idea of venomous snake venom in the warden's nail polish? It's hard to remember where the different ideas came from, but I think it first started when I initially thought
the warden was going to be the granddaughter of Kissing Kate Barlow. And Kissing Kate always kills the people she kisses. At that point, I might even have that her lipstick may have been poisoned. So, I want to do something along the same lines. Instead of poison lipstick, wardens have poison nail
polish. But then I ended up liking Kissing Kate Barlow, and loved her liking it So instead I made the warden of Trout Walker's grandson.How do you decide what is too scary for a child or how far can you go? In addition to venomous snake venom, there are other scenes in the book where I really struggle
with this problem. There's a scene where Kate Barlow, a notorious criminal, is being tortured by two men who have caught her to find out where she buried the treasure. Most of the time, my judgment is based on instinct and experience. I don't, for example, experiment with kids to find out if I've gone too
far. The book is very funny, but in an offbeat way. Yes. Sometimes when I start reading, people aren't sure if this is a funny book or not, and they're not sure whether to laugh at first, and then gradually, people start laughing. Did you write a sequel to Holes? I didn't look forward to. I feel like the story's
over. I don't really have much more to add to it. 1998 novel by Louis Sachar Holes AuthorLouis SacharLanguageEnglishGenreAdventurePublisherFarrar, Straus and Giroux (US) Bloomsbury (UK) Ediciones BC (Spain)Publish dateAugust 20, 1998ISBN978-0-786-22186-8OCLC38002573323232Dewey
Decimal[Fic] 21LC ClassPZ7.S1185 Ho 1998 Holes is a 1998 young adult novel written by Louis Sachar and first published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux. The book centers on an unlucky teenage boy named Stanley Yelnats, who is sent to Camp Green Lake, a juvenile detention center in a desert in
Texas, after being falsely accused of burglary. The plot explores the history of the area and how the actions of some characters in the past have affected Stanley's life in the present. These interconnected stories touch on themes such as racism, homelessness, illiteracy, and matchmaking. The book was a
critical and commercial success. Much of the praise for the book has centered around its complex plot, interesting characters, and representations of people of color and incarcerated youth. The book won the 1998 U.S. National Book Award for Youth Literature and the 1999 Newbery Medal for most
distinguished contribution of the year to American literature for children. In 2012 it ranked sixth among children's novels of all time in a survey published by the School Library Journal. Holes was adapted by Walt Disney Pictures as a feature film of the same name released in 2003. The film received
generally positive reviews from critics, grossed $71 million, and was released along with book companion Stanley Yelnats's Survival Guide to Camp Green Lake. The sequel to Holes titled Small Steps was published in 2006 and on one of the secondary characters in the novel, Armpit. The plot of Stanley
Yelnats IV is a 14-year-old boy from a hardworking but impoverished family who is allegedly cursed, in which they blame Stanley's great-grandfather for not being a dirty-pig-stealer. [1] Stanley Stanley's latest stroke the misfortune occurred when he was wrongly convicted of stealing a pair of athletic shoes
belonging to renowned baseball player Clyde Sweet Feet Livingston, who donated the shoes for a charity auction. He was sent to Camp Green Lake, a juvenile correctional facility located in the middle of the desert; The lake dried up decades ago and crawled with highly venomous yellow spotted lizards,
whose bites were always deadly. The inmates were assigned to dig one cylinder hole every day, five feet wide and five feet deep, which the Warden claimed built their character. The novel alternates this story with two sets in the past, with interconnected but different plot lines. Elya Yelnats Stanley's
latvian great-grandfather, Elya Yelnats, fell in love with Myra, the most beautiful girl in the village. However, he faced competition from local pig farmer Igor Barkov, who offered Myra Morris's father his fattest pig in exchange for his hand in marriage. Elya goes to her friend Madame Zeroni, an old Egyptian
fortune teller with a missing leg, for help. Despite not approving Myra as a partner for Elya due to her lack of intelligence, Zeroni marinated Elya and gave her a small piglet, ordering her to take him up the mountain every day and let him drink from the river while singing a special song for it. Each time, the
pig will grow larger. Zeroni says that in return, Elya then has to take her up the mountain and sing for her. He warned her that if she did not do this, her family would be cursed. Elya follows his lead and the pig grows to be as big as Igor. However, after realizing Madame Zeroni was right about Myra's lack
of intelligence when she was unable to choose between her or Igor, Elya left in disgust and decided to move to America, but forgot her promise to Zeroni. Although she fell in love and married the kind and intelligent Sarah Miller, she became beset by bad luck. Elya tells Sarah about the curse and tells her
to leave him. Sarah refuses to leave Elya and the song she sings to the pig becomes a lullaby passed down among her offspring. Kissin' Kate Barlow In 1888, the town of Green Lake was a thriving lakeside community. Katherine Barlow, a white local schoolteacher, falls in love with Sam, an African-
American onion farmer, while resisting the advances of the wealthy Charles Trout Walker. There's a commotion in town after Katherine and Sam are seen kissing. Seeing a dangerous mass gather, Katherine finds Sam and they try to escape across the lake in Sam's rowing boat, but Walker and the mob
intercept them on Walker's motorboat. Sam is shot dead, while Katherine is saved against her will. Since then, no rain has been at Green Lake again. Three days later, Katherine kills the city sheriff in revenge for his refusal to help. He later became a prominent criminal called Kate Barlow, nicknamed so
for her calling card left a kiss of red lipstick on the cheeks of the people she killed. Over the next twenty years, he robbed several banks throughout the state of Texas. Among his victims was Stanley's great-grandfather, who he left stranded in the desert; he survived after finding refuge on God's thumb. He
returned to the ruins of Green Lake and was found by the now-impoverished Trout Walker and his wife Linda, one of Katherine's former students who married Trout for his money. They try to force him to reveal where he buried the money he stole, but he refuses, telling them that they and their
descendants can spend the rest of their lives digging in the desert and never find his loot. He was then bitten by a yellow spotted lizard. When she succumbs to her poison, Katherine laughs and tells them to start digging. Camp Green Lake The Warden allows inmates the rest of their day off if they find
anything interesting. Stanley began to suspect the warden was looking for something. During one dig, he found one of Barlow's lipstick tubes. He gave it to X-Ray, the leader of his group, who pretended to find him the next day. The warden was very pleased with the discovery and ordered them to enlarge
the X-Ray hole. Stanley then befriends Zero, a camper who secretly looks after himself, and teaches Zero to read in return for Zero digging part of Stanley's hole. This leads to arguments with other inmates, and then staff. Zero then fled. Camp staff decided to delete their records of Zero, whose full name
is Hector Zeroni, and let him die in the desert. A few days later, Stanley flees the camp in search of Hector and finds him sheltering under the remains of Sam's boat, rebubesting on a jar preserved from Kate Barlow's spiced peach, which he calls Sploosh. Hector refuses to return to camp. Stanley then
sees a mountain in the distance that resembles a thumbs-up sign, and remembers his great-grandfather claiming to have found refuge on God's thumb after being stranded in the desert by Kate Barlow. They travel through the desert and climb mountains, where they find onion fields that were once Sam's
fields. The children eat onions and find water by digging in the ground, and Stanley sings Madame Zeroni's song to Hector, breaking the family curse. Hector then reveals that it was he who stole Clyde Livingston's shoes. Wondering if their meeting was destiny, Stanley asked Hector if he wanted to help
him dig one last hole. They went back to camp and dug in. where Stanley first found lipstick tubes, dug suitcases and venomous lizards. Wardens and staff show up and demand they hand it over, but back off because of the lizard, which is passive for Stanley and Hector because of the onions they
consume. Warden is revealed as Trout Walker's grandson and he has used camps and inmates to find Kate Kate Stolen treasure. Stanley's lawyer showed up at the camp, explaining that Stanley had been released. Hector reveals the suitcase belongs to the Yelnats family, stopping the Warden from
picking it up. Worried that the Warden would kill Hector if they left him, Stanley refused to leave unless Hector could come along. Lawyers requested Hector's file, but camp staff were naturally unable to find him, so Hector was also released. Stanley and Hector then said goodbye to the other campers, and
when they left, the drought at Green Lake ended. The suitcase contains financial documents worth close to two million dollars, which are evenly divided between Stanley and Hector. Stanley's family buys a new home and Hector hires a team of investigators to find his missing mother. Stanley's father also
made further money by creating an antidote to the smell of feet, made from peaches and onions, and named Sploosh, which was supported by Clyde Livingston. Meanwhile, Camp Green Lake was closed and sold to become a Scout camp. Camp Green Lake character Stanley Yelnats IV (also known as
caveman by other camp members, but mentioned in the book by the right name): Stanley is a 14-year-old boy who has no friends from school and is often picked up by his classmates and school bullies. Stanley's family is cursed with bad luck, and although they don't have much money, they always try to
keep hoping and see the good side. Stanley shares these qualities with his family and, although he doesn't have much confidence, he's not easily depressed, characteristics that help him adjust to Camp Green Lake's horrendous conditions. However, she has a bad habit of blaming her great-grandfather
when she gets into trouble. This habit makes him less tantrum. [2] As the book progresses, Stanley slowly gained strength. He identifies people who threaten him, such as warden, and while he tries not to get in trouble he also defends himself and his friends and family. Stanley rebels for the rights of his
friends when he steals Sir's truck to find his friend Zero at the bottom of a dry lake. [3] Zero (Hector Zeroni): Zero is known as the best digger at Camp Green Lake. So often, he is considered stupid or nothing by other boys and counsellors. She has no education, which means she can't really read or write.
However, he was intelligent and managed to stand up for himself in the face of adversity, breaking Mr Pendanski's nose with a shovel after one too many snide comments. Usually he is known as a character who barely speaks due to the fact that he is wary of those who He is said to always have an owl
on his face and does not like to answer questions. Zero proves to be an honest character after becoming close friends with Stanley. Zero is the one who stole the shoes that arrested for and charged with theft. She was the great-granddaughter of Madame Zeroni, the woman who cursed Stanley's family.
She has been homeless for most of her life, as well as being abandoned by her mother at a very young age. Although she suffered a little, she always seemed to hang on and come out on top. X-Ray (Rex Washburn): X-Ray is an unofficial boy's head in Group D. X-Ray decides that Stanley will be called
caveman and correct the line order for water. X-Ray maintains his position as the boy leader even though he is one of the smallest and can barely see without his glasses. She convinces Stanley to give her a tube of lipstick that Stanley finds in her hole so she can have a day off instead of Stanley. X-Ray
is able to maintain his position at the head of the group through a reward system and allies. Every time Stanley does something good for X-Ray, X-Ray is good on Stanley and stands up for him when the other boys pick him. However, when Stanley befriends Zero, the X-Ray system is threatened and he
becomes hostile to Stanley. His nickname X-ray comes from it being the Latin pig of his real name, Rex. Squid (Alan): Squid is a member of Group D at Camp Green Lake. He was often the one who mocked Stanley for sending and receiving letters to his mother. Just like X-Ray, Squid is very tough but
very subject to X-Ray rules and directives. However, he does have a sensitive side to him, when Stanley wakes up to hear him cry one night, and Alan asks Stanley to write a letter to his mother (Alan) as Stanley leaves Camp Green Lake. Magnet (José): Another member of Group D. Magnet gets his
nickname for his ability to steal, he enters Camp Green Lake for stealing animals from the zoo and refers to his fingers as small magnets. Armpit (Theodore Johnson): One of X-Ray's closest friends in camp, he pushes Stanley when Stanley calls him Theodore. Her nickname Armpits is because she was
stung by a scorpion in the camp and the poison that rose to her armpits, causing her to complain about her a sore armpit. ZigZag (Ricky): Zigzag is described as the tallest kid from Group D, constantly looking like he has been electrocuted, with curly hair. Stanley often thinks he's the weirdest and craziest
kid in Camp Green Lake. Zigzag was the one who hit Stanley in the head with a shovel and didn't apologize for doing so. Zigzag suffers from paranoia, highlighting the madness it shows. Twitch (Brian): A car thief who arrives at the camp after Stanley. The Warden (Ms. Walker): Running Camp Green
Lake, she is known for being violent, abusive, and quite rude. He uses his powers and privileges to get what he wants and make the camp does as it pleases. He has a hidden camera, using it to spy on camp members. He is often thought to have a hidden camera in the bathroom, shower, Stanley
becomes paranoid every time he showers, rushing out as quickly as possible. She wears nail polish traced to venomous snakes, and scratches those who are unpleasant or against what she says. He asked camp green lake members to dig a hole in search of Kate Barlow's hidden treasure. He is the
grandson of Charles Trout Walker. His family had been excavating the treasure since his birth, but to no end. Pak (Marion Sevilla): One of the counselors at Camp Green Lake, she constantly eats sunflower seeds. He took up this habit after deciding to quit smoking. He's known to be rude and tough. Mr.
Pendanski: In Group D at Camp Green Lake Mr. Pendanski is in charge. Mr. Pendanski may seem friendly, but he's as mean as the Warden and Mr. Pak. He never stopped making fun of Zero since he was in camp, who came back to bite him when the boy broke his face with a shovel. Town of Green
Lake Katherine Barlow (Kissin' Kate Barlow): Katherine Barlow was a sweet and intelligent woman who taught in a one-room school house in Green Lake a hundred and a half before Stanley arrived at Camp Green Lake. He falls in love with Sam, a man who sells onions in the city. Although other white
people in the city are racist and enforce rules that prohibit black people from going to school, Kate, who is white, doesn't care about the color of someone's skin and she loves Sam for someone like her. When Kate and Sam kiss, the angry townsman kills Sam and destroys his beloved school house. Kate
was devastated by Sam's death and became Kissin' Kate Barlow, one of the most feared villains in the West. He always leaves his mark by kissing someone when he finishes killing them; If he just robs them, he'll leave them in the hot desert. He was the villain responsible for robbing Stanley Yelnats
I(Stanley's ancestor). Kate died when a yellow spotted lizard bit her leg, but died laughing because the Walker family would never find her treasure. The lipstick tube Stanley found during his second week at Camp Green Lake is owned by Kate Barlow. Sam: Sam is an African-American farmer in the town
of Green Lake, Texas who grows onions. He believes onions are a cure for everything and makes a lot of medicine from onions. She also has a great love for her ass, Mary Lou. Her relationship with Kate began when she swapped her onions for a few jars of peaches. He was killed in cold blood by
Charles Trout Walker. Charles Trout Walker: Charles Trout Walker was a very spoiled son of a wealthy family in Green Lake. She was outraged when Kate denied her request to date him. This adds to the reason why he leads City to burn down the school building and kill Sam. His nickname Trout comes
from the fungus of his feet that caused his legs to smell like dead fish. After Kate went on to become she married Linda Miller but her family lost everything after the lake dried up. He was the Warden's grandfather, who after his death, opened a juvenile detention camp to improve the efficiency of finding
Kate Barlow's hidden treasure. Stanley Yelnats I: Stanley Yelnats I was the son of Elya Yelnats and great-grandfather of Stanley Yelnats IV. She was the one whose property was stolen by Kate Barlow when she moved from New York to California. He is known to have survived by climbing to the top of a
god's thumb that happened to be Sam's old onion field. Mid-1800s Latvian Elya Yelnats: Elya was Stanley's great-grandfather. He is often referred to as a great-grandfather-stealing-big-pig who is not good, constantly blamed for everything that went wrong in Stanley's life. He is considered the reason why
the Yelnats family had such bad luck. After she falls in love with a woman in Latvia, she travels to America, forgetting to go through with a promise she made to an old lady named Madame Zeroni. This caused generations of misfortune to trickle down the Yelnats family tree. However, she did drop the
important song Madame Zeroni taught her in Latvia. Madame Zeroni: Madame Zeroni was the great-grandmother of Hector Zeroni (Zero). He's good friends with Elya Yelnats, and he gives her a pig. Because Elya broke her promise to take her to the top of the mountain, she was considered the one who
put the curse on the Yelnats. Myra Menke: Myra is the most beautiful girl in the Latvian village of Elya and Madame Zeroni. Madame Zeroni compared it to a flower pot. Myra's father promises to give his hand in marriage to any suitor who can raise the fattest pig. When the pig is the same size, Myra asks
Elya and Igor Barkov to guess the number between 1 and 10, indicating his inability to make his own decisions. Igor Barkov: Igor is Elya's competitor to myra menke's hand. He is old and fat, but is a successful pig farmer. Little character Mr. Yelnats (Stanley Yelnats III): Mr. Yelnats is Stanley's father. He
was an inventor and quite clever, but very unlucky. He's trying to find a way to recycle old sneakers and because of this, Yelnats's apartment smells bad. However, he eventually found a cure to get rid of the smell of feet and was able to hire a lawyer, Ms. Morengo, to get Stanley out of Camp Green Lake.
Mrs. Yelnats: Mrs. Yelnats is Stanley's mother. He doesn't believe in curses but always shows the terrible luck that yelnats have. Barf Bag (Louis): An inmate leaves Camp Green Lake before Stanley arrives. He accidentally got a venomous snake to bite him so he could be hospitalized. Setting Camp
Green Lake is located on a dry lake in the state U.s. [4] The name is a false description, as the area is dry, dry, Desert. The only weather is the scorching sun. There's been no rain since the day Sam was killed. The only plants mentioned are two oak trees in front of the Warden's cabin; the book notes
that the warden has a shade. The abandoned town of Green Lake is located on the bottom side of the lake. Camp Green Lake is a juvenile detention center, where inmates spend most of their time digging holes. Much of the book alternates between stanley yelnats' current story, the story of Elya Yelnats
in Latvia (mid-1800s) and Katherine Barlow's story in the town of Green Lake (about a generation later). Then the chapter focuses less on the story of the past. Fairy Tale themes Typical folk themes or fairy tales are present throughout the novel, famous in stanley and elya narratives. [6] Elya had to go on
an adventure to win her love's approval and prove her own worth and she was eventually placed under the curse of the witch. Stanley's bad luck is blamed on the curse left on his great-grandfather and the Yelnats family easily believing in the power of this curse. [5] Both Stanley and Elya are similar to
fairy tale characters and are morally good, heroic protagonists who must overcome the challenges destined for them. [6] Both story lines are accompanied by the wonders seen in the mountain stream, Madame Zeroni's song, and the healing power of onions. Each of these elements in the Hole mirror
element is often found in fairy tales. [5] Throughout the novel' names, the names act as themes that allow characters to separate their lives in Camp Green Lake from their lives back in the real world. The names also show irony—Camp Green Lake is not actually a camp, it is located in the desert, and
there is no lake. The campers all label themselves differently and identify with names such as Armpits and X-Rays and the guards are referred to as counselors. One of the counselors referred to by the boy as Mother, representing parents who were not present at Camp Green Lake. [7] Only the woman in
charge is referred to in a prison-like manner and is called warden. Different names allow boys to bond and form teams based in their hatred for their work and counselors. [8] Many of these characters also have names that link them to their family history, such as the downsization of Stanley Yelnats and
the last name Zeroni, and remind them how the actions of their ancestors influenced their modern lives. [6] Stanley is the fourth Stanley Yelnats in his family, a name derived due to his palindromic nature and adding to his relationship with family history. [6] Laborers are seen throughout the novel as
children are forced to dig holes while at Camp Green Lake. This theme is unusual in children's literature many writers describe children as carefree and without responsibility. [9] If they are involved in the work, it is identically identical Play. Critic Maria Nikolajeva argues that Holes are arranged separately
through manuals not only, but the forced labor Stanley and other camps do every day. [9] This was first referenced at the beginning of the book when the purpose of the camp was stated: If you took the bad boy and made him dig a hole every day in the blazing sun, it would turn him into a good boy. [10]
The public acceptance hole has won numerous awards, most notably the 1998 U.S. National Book Award for Youth Literature[11] and the 1999 Newbery Medal for the most distinguished contribution of the year to American literature for children. [12] It also won the William Allen White Children's Book
Award in 2001. [13] The film continued to be well received by critics and was ranked 6th among children's novels of all time by the School Library Journal in 2012. [14] Betsy Hearne of The New York Times applauded the integration of mystery and novel humor that managed to keep Holes light and fresh,
and she characterized him as a family that read aloud. [15] Roger Sutton of The Horn Book Magazine called Sachar's declarative style effective, and argued that it helped make the novel more poignant. Sutton appreciates the positive ending and tension that leads the reader there. [16] Film adaptation
Main article: Holes (film) In 2003, Walt Disney Pictures released a film version of Holes, directed by Andrew Davis and written by Louis Sachar. [17] Sequels To two companion novels have followed Holes: Stanley Yelnats' Survival Guide to Camp Green Lake (2003) and Small Steps (2006). [18] Stanley
Yelnats' Survival Guide to Camp Green Lake As Louis Sachar states: If you've ever found yourself at Camp Green Lake — or in a similar place — this is the guide for you. Written from Stanley's point of view, the book offers advice on everything from scorpions, venomous snakes, yellow spotted lizards,
etc.[19] Small Steps In this Holes sequel, the former Armpit inmate is now 17 and struggling with the challenges facing an African American teenager with a criminal history. A new friendship with Ginny, who has cerebral palsy, a reunion with a former X-Ray friend, a ticket scaling scheme, a gorgeous pop
singer, and a frame-up all test Armpit's determination to Just take small steps and keep moving forward. [20] Yellow spotted lizards Yellow spotted lizards are the main plot element in Holes, and it is said that one bite of them, and you are finished for. In the book, they dislike onions, are aggressive, and
form nests. In fact, yellow spotted lizards are not aggressive towards humans, and are actually secretive, and do not form nests. References ^ Sachar, Louis (2000). Hole. Yearbook. p. 7. Isbn ^ Lubang Q &amp;amp; A. www.Louissachar.com. Diakses tanggal January 17, 2017. ^ Sachar, Louis (1998).
Lubang, p. 103. Farrar, Straus dan Giroux, New York 30 November 2015. ^ Sachar, Louis (2000). Lubang. New York: York: p. 1. ISBN 978-0440414803. ^ a b c Mascia, Elizabeth G. (2001). Hole: Folklore Redux. ALAN review. 28 (2): 51. doi:10.21061/alan.v28i2.a.11. ^ a b c d Pinsent, Pat (2002-09-01).
Fate and Fortune in a Modern Fairy Tale: Louis Sachar's Hole. Children's Literature in Education. 33 (3): 203–212. doi:10.1023/A:1019682032315. ISSN 0045-6713. ^ Møllegaard, Kirsten (2010-08-13). Haunting and History in Louis Sachar's Pit. American Western literature. 45 (2): 138–161.
doi:10.1353/wal.0.0117. ISSN 1948-7142. Wallin, Marie (January 2008). Literacy and The Rule of Law: Louis Sachar's Hole and Lemony Snicket's Bad Start. A corner in the English-speaking World. 8:101-110 - via EBSCOhost. ^ a b Nikolajeva, Maria (2002). The Complete Idle Dream: Depictions of
Childbirth in Child Fiction. Lions and Unicorns. 26.3: 305–321. doi:10.1353/uni.2002.0031. ^ Sachar, Louis (1998). Hole. New York: Dell Yearling. p. 5. ^ Winner and Finalist of the 1998 National Book Award, Yayasan Buku Nasional. www.nationalbook.org. Retrieved 2018-04-27. ^ Author Louis Sachar
won the 1999 Newbery Medal;Illustrator Mary Azarian won the Caldecott Medal. News and Press Center. 2007-02-26. Retrieved 2018-04-27. ^ Past Winners - William Allen White Children's Book Awards | Emporia State University. www.emporia.edu. Retrieved 2018-05-02. ^ Journal of School Library
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